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The innovation of matter
Plastics rewrites the rules of the industry

I

Mariacristina Gherpelli

ndustrial research, product innovation and technological transfer: all
this is routine for Ghepi, a company from Emilia leader in the processing of high-performing, polymer-based materials, using injectionmolding technology. It’s with these materials that Ghepi drives progress in a variety of industries, leading companies on what is firstly a
cultural leap that leaves behind the use of metals to opt for the higher
performance, efficiency and flexibility of plastics. A top of the league
role that the company has played for 40 years deeply convinced that
innovation and research are the keys to competitiveness. The internal
research and development lab, in fact, has become a benchmark for
the entire manufacturing and scientific fabric of the region, obtaining
official recognition by Rete Alta Tecnologia, the high technology network of Emilia. Thanks to its intensive research on graphene, a hi-tech
and performing material, Ghepi has attracted attention from large research projects funded by the European Union. Graphene, in fact, is
also a primary objective of Horizon 2020, an opportunity that Ghepi
did not allow to slip, forming with other Sme’s the network of companies “Graphene R2B Net”, which works together with the Cnr of Bologna. An experience that has opened new horizons for growth to Ghepi. “European tenders at first are bit intimidating for all the paperwork
and requirements -, explains Managing Director, Mariacristina Gherpelli -, but I will never grow tired of repeating that they represent a vital breeding ground for opportunities to Sme’s”.

Stretching the boundaries of video
New languages and products to support companies: the making of a video agency

T

he world of video has changed
a lot in recent years. The advent of the web has changed the priorities and languages, even though it
isn’t always easy to adapt to new mentalities. Studio Limina in Bologna is
among the very first Italian companies to have grasped this change; after all, the Latin etymology of its name hints to the fact that it has always
stretched the “boundaries” of this fascinating world. “We started in 2000
and for a long time our core business
was advanced postproduction”, explains Marco Civinelli, co-founder
along with Alessandro Conte. A field
in which Limina has reaped extensive
success: for example, it was nominated for the David of Donatello award
for special digital effects in the film
“L’uomo che verrà” directed by Giorgio Diritti. “But nowadays, postproduction is no longer a pressing need,
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which is why we became a video
agency, something entirely new. We
designed formats, came up with ideas, communication solutions that are
hybrids between entertainment and
news. Products conceived for social
networks, in which the video soul is
predominant. ‘Easy’ productions, but
with style and worldwide, i.e. with an
international vision”. Products that
originate from the traditional aptitude of the agency to work side-byside with companies (among which
are top Italian companies). “We like
to work alongside active businesses,
provide real support to sales. Today,
customers are not interested what
equipment we use, but they want to
know if we have innovative ideas that
are marketable internationally. The
challenge is no longer technological:
it revolves around ideas and is very
stimulating”.

Marco Civinelli
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